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INTRODUCTION
This handbook, issued by the Export development
project, is intended to support the small and
medium sized entities in the non-mineral sector

for preparing an Export development plan. The
handbook consists of 6 chapters and each chapter
has 4 parts as background, methodology, example,
and self-evaluation.

BASIC CONCEPT
Terminologies and background information and their descriptions
Required main information to be included in Export development plan; importance
METHODOLOGY
Considerations and common issues
Steps, stages, and sequences of developing a plan
EXAMPLE
Examples developed accordingly with the methodology
Criteria for getting ideas and comparison
SELF-EVALUATION
Self-evaluation sheet for chapter’s summary, sequences, and completeness
Further steps of action and advice

Export development plan is a document defining
business entity’s strategy to enter a foreign market.
The document includes comprehensive design,
analysis and solutions on (i) who is an exporter, (ii)
which products and services to be exported, (iii)
where to export, (iv) how to distribute, (v) what are
the work outline and budget, (vi) how to maintain
financial stability.
Export development project consists of main six
chapters, and interrelation, sequences, and synopsis
of those chapters are illustrated in Figure 1.

We express our gratitude to the people who have
given valuable advice for the handbook development,
Mr. Borgil Surenkhuu, Director of Sergelt Consulting
Group LLC, Mrs. Bumchimeg G, Chief execute of
Mongolian Economic Research Center and Mrs.
Byambasuren, Chief execute of MIRIM Consulting.
We continue to improve this handbook as needed
based on the suggestions and advice of all our
contributors and users.
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Figure 1. Export development plan and its structure
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CHAPTER 1
BUSINESS OVERVIEW
The first step in developing the Export Development Plan for the Business entity (hereafter “Entity”)
is to evaluate the current business situation by defining its existing business activities, financial
resources, human resource capacity and current position in market. After evaluating these factors,
the entity should be able to determine its further strategies based on the objectives to enter the
foreign market.

1.1 Brief description of the entity
The description provides a comprehensive, concise,
and clear understanding of the entity and what the
entity can achieve when it comes to entering the foreign market, and what the business aspires to do.
In addition, a clear example of positive and negative
factors of the entity (such as market capacity, features of products and services, advantages, leader-

1.1

ship experience, and precarious decisions made in
the past etc.) affecting the current state of business
will present a better understanding of the entity.
Experienced exporters can also include their short
and medium-term export strategies, business policies and objectives in the foreign market.

METHODOLOGY
A Brief description can be prepared in the form of text, table, map, photo, or video, and must
include the following information:
1. Business history
2. Vision, mission, strategy and objectives
3. Brief introduction of previous and current businesses, products and services
4. Business achievements, success and experience; human resources
5. Strategy, policy and objectives to enter a foreign market, and the expected result

For example, IT Zone LLC has shown their business overview below:

1.1

БИДНИЙ
ТУХАЙ1:ТОВЧХОН
EXAMPLE
IT Zone LLC
БИДНИЙ ТУХАЙ ТОВЧХОН

ENTITY OVERVIEW

1997
ондwas
байгуулагдсан
The
entity
established in 1997.
1997
онд
байгуулагдсан
AМХТ-ийн
softwareсистем,
solution provider, and
systems integrator
МХТ-ийн
систем,шийдлүүдийг
шийдлүүдийгнийлүүлэгч
нийлүүлэгчкомпани
компани
located
in Mongolia.

CRM,
BSC,has
RAD,
ERP, HR-ыг үйл
ажиллагаандаа
The
entity
implemented
CRM,
BSC, RAD, ERP, нэвтрүүлсэн
and HR systems.

CRM, BSC, RAD, ERP, HR-ыг үйл ажиллагаандаа нэвтрүүлсэн

One
of theсалбарын
leading companies
industry25%
withэзэмшдэг
25% of the
МТ-ийн
тэргүүлэгч, in
ЗахITзээлийн
total market share.

МТ-ийн
салбарын
тэргүүлэгч,
Зах
зээлийн
230+
мэргэшсэн,
чадварлаг
боловсон
хүчин25% эзэмшдэг
Over
230
skilled,
and
specialized
employees.
70%70%
нь инженер,
техникийн
ажилтан and technicians.
Over
of employees
are IT engineers

230+ мэргэшсэн, чадварлаг боловсон хүчин

2013revenue
оны борлуулалт
51 тэрбум
Sales
of 51 billion
tugriksтөгрөг
in 2013.

70% нь инженер, техникийн ажилтан

Top 150 болон томоохон байгууллага ААН-ын 99% нь
Top 150 entities and 99% of total entities in Mongolia are
CRM хэрэглэгчийн
баазад
бүртгэлтэй
registered
in the CRM
database.

2013 оны борлуулалт 51 тэрбум төгрөг

Top 150 болон томоохон байгууллага ААН-ын 99% нь
CRM хэрэглэгчийн баазад бүртгэлтэй
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By including the entity’s mission, business objectives and strategy in this section, it is possible to visualize
how the development trend is aligned with the export operations.

1.1

EXAMPLE 2: IT Zone LLC
PHILOSOPHY OF THE BUSINESS

MISSION
Our mission is to be a major contributor to the development of the industry
and supporter for the competitiveness
of other business entities through our
progressive solutions, products and
services of information and communications technology to all types of
entities.

1.1

VISION
We are a socially responsible company with a vision to be a professional
developer and provider of new, valuable business solutions, products and
services performing to all stakeholders satisfaction.

CORE VALUES







Customer satisfaction
Effective collaboration
Latest and advanced technology
Highly proficient leadership
Quality and productivity
Business experience and
know-how

EXAMPLE 3: Undarga LLC
“Undarga LLC” has 18 employees with a stable working experience of 5-19 years.
-

Marketing manager
Accountant
Industrial engineer
Sales manager
Sales person
Designer
Professional tailors etc.

Badral.M, General Director of Undarga LLC, has organized the team of 4 to develop and implement the export development plan:
-
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General director
Marketing manager
Sales manager
Senior designer
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1.2 Business operation and market positioning of the entity and its financial resources
In this section, we will specify the products and services that the entity produces, and its domestic and foreign market positioning as well.

1.2

METHODOLOGY
Must include the following information:
1. Comprehensive information about the products and services the entity produces and
provides
2. Information regarding the sales, advertisement, distribution, delivery and order of the
products and services
3. Market share, customer satisfaction and attitude
4. If the entity is already in the foreign market, then provide its total sales, advertisement
and distribution information relating to the export activities.
5. Attempts of entering the foreign market; it’s collaboration with foreign partners and clients
6. Financial resources
If that entity provides several different kinds of products and services, it can combine their
main products and services that they are planning to export, to show their market position.

1.2

EXAMPLE 1: “XXX” LLC
Our entity as “XXX” LLC, was established in 2000 as a slaughterhouse and a butcher shop, has
been producing processed meat such as sausage and canned meat at our new factor since
2010. We have a total of 30 employees and our slaughterhouse is located in Bayanchandmani
sum, Tuv Province. The processed meat factory is located in Ulaanbaatar.
Our products are sold in domestic and international markets. The products include:
- Frozen meat
- Primal cut of meat
- Different types of ham, sausages and canned meat products
As of 2016, the entity’s main market was Ulaanbaatar city, and the main consumers were the
public and restaurants. According to the market research conducted in November 2016, prepared by our marketing team, the 20% of ham, 15% of sausage and 30% of canned meat products in Mongolia were our products. We have also established a new unit responsible for quality
control, and consumer behavior research. In 2016, in order to ensure continuous improvement
of the taste and quality of our products, distribution and other related services we organized
our marketing division for monitoring quality control, conducting market research and collecting data and feedback from our consumers.
Around 20 percent of our total products are exported to the foreign market. We advertise
through our partner chain grocery stores. In 2015, we signed a sales and purchase agreement
with Japanese company, “AAA” LLC. As per the agreement, we are responsible for the shipping
and transportation; “AAA” LLC is responsible for the storage, sales and advertisement of the
products.
As of 2016, 20 percent of the total sales revenue was from exports. At the end of 2014, the profit
after tax was 34.3% of the total sales revenue, in 2015 it was 12% and in 2016 it reached 13.7%.
The entity’s total assets were increased by 10.2% in 2015, 17.8% in 2016 and 21.3% in the first half
of 2017. Current assets make up 40% of total assets.
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1.2

EXAMPLE 2: Irmuun LLC
The advantages of Irmuun LLC are the business stability in the tourism industry and long-term
partnership with international and domestic organizations and individuals. As of September
2017, Irmuun LLC owns 2% of the whole domestic market share, and the following factors are
the key reasons for the business’s success:
- Experienced in organizing eco-travel
- Specifically develops luxury tourism, continuously improves the service quality and
extends the service types.
- Special travel gear and equipment used for the outdoor activities are 100% owned by
the entity.
- Major labor forces of the entity, such as the tour guides, managers, cooks and drivers
are experienced.
Distribution channel of the entity:
а) Irmuun LLC 		

Consumer

Types of direct consumer motivation:
- Always make updates on the website to make it easy for the consumers to use
- Update the consumers with recent news by using social media such as Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, and Pinterest and keep them active
- Let consumers know about the reliable services by participating in international expo
and fairs
б) Irmuun LLC 		

Tour agency 		

Consumer

Types of tour agency motivation:
- Participate in international tourism fairs and exhibition and organize in-person meetings with new and existing tour agencies.
The entity’s sales revenue is 100% made up from the export revenue. As of 2014, the earning
after-tax was 12% of the total sales revenue. Likewise, it was 10.5% in 2015, and 10.4% in 2016.
During the past 5 years, the entity’s sales revenue has increased an average of 8% every year.
However, in 2016, the total sales revenue were declined by 18% due to the issues regarding the
macro-economy, and the International forum held in the Country. In order to increase the entity’s sales revenue, the employees have developed a new marketing plan and spent 10% of the
sales revenue annually. This approach has become one of the main factors for the company to
maintain the sustainability and the growth. The entity has full potential to finance additional
investment from the net profit alone as indicates the financials.

1.3. Environmental analysis of the entity
The environmental analysis identifies the 4 factors,
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of
the entity and the analysis plays a base for developing business strategies and policies. For the companies who are taking the first steps into the foreign
market, environmental analysis is very important to
develop its export strategy and policy.

8

There are 3 main principles to follow in performing
the environmental analysis.
The environmental analysis starts with identifying
environmental factors, which is commonly done by
discussion and gathering information. In the discussion, the more people included, especially project
managers who are involved in the business and de-
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cision-making procedures, the more accurate the
environmental factors are identified. These environmental factors must be supported by facts and
study rather than abstract ideas. Should be aware
of those factors that could not be backed by facts

1.3

and could devalue the analysis. Before starting the
environmental analysis, the team should discuss the
work agenda and the responsibilities of team members on data and information gathering in terms of
when and how these should be done.

METHODOLOGY
Purpose: To clarify the current situation
The entity’s environmental analysis should be prepared using the matrix form below. The entity is required to provide at least 3 responses for each factor with facts, estimations and other
supporting documents. Strengths and weaknesses represent the entity’s internal environment.
Opportunities and threats represent the external environment factors (such as market, competitors, economic environment etc.) that are out of the entity’s control.
Strength

Weakness

Factors that positively affect the entity’s
business plan, objectives, solutions and
decision.
(Examples:
knowledgeable,
experienced and skillful employees,
competitiveness, resource and business
reputation etc.)

Factors that need to be improved
(Examples: financial problems, insufficient
workforce, resource deficiency, outdated
old technology etc.)

Opportunitiy

Threat

External and internal conditions (Examples:
foreign market, new product, technological
advancement, sectorial trend, customers’
demand, economic growth etc.)

Uncertainties and risks associated with
the external environment (Examples: new
competitors, economic conditions, tax
pressure, sanctions etc.)

What would be the strategy to enter the foreign market with the current situation?
Finding an answer to the question of “What kind of
strategy do we need to enter the foreign market with
the current situation?” is vital for the entity that is
developing an export development plan.
Combine all the responses taken on each factor and

1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.

Opportunities

Threat

1.
2.
3.

classify the answers by similarity. Choose 5 responses for each one factor (parameter). These responses will assist to clarify the conditions for the entity
once the entity enters the foreign market. Based on
the chosen responses, the strategies will be determined by the intersection of the four factors.

Strength

1.
2.
3.

Weakness

Strategies to use opportunities
based on the strength

Strategies to overcome weakness
through opportunities

Strategies to prevent threat using
strength

Strategies to reduce the risks of
weaknesses and prevent threats
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For better understanding of the environmental analysis, “XXX” LLC’s example has been shown below:

1.3

EXAMPLE 1: “XXX” LLC
Stage 1: Clarification of the current situation
1.
2.
3.
4.

Strength

Entity owns the factory
Experienced employees
Well established in the domestic
market
The entity has advanced technology,
capacity to produce and infrastructure
for monitoring and selling.
Opportunities

1. Accessibility to enter a foreign market
2. Increasing domestic demand for ham and
sausage
3. Foreign markets are interested in the
products

Weakness

1. Sales revenue is seasonal.
2. Dependent on the supply of raw materials
3. Insufficient financial resources
4. Incapable human resources, insufficient
knowledge and trade experience of a
foreign market

1.
2.
3.
4.

Threat

Growth of competitors
Insufficient raw materials
Animal diseases
High regulatory requirements to enter
foreign market

Stage 2: Strategies to enter the foreign market based on the current situation.
Strength

Weakness

Opportunities

Start selling products in a foreign
market, in order to know the market,
and gain experience.

Train existing employees, recruit
foreign
experienced
specialists,
intensify research on foreign markets,
and prepare all the documents
required for bank credit lines.

Threat

Hire veterinarians at the receiving
point of raw materials, conduct an
additional veterinary test on raw
materials and document the result,
hire foreign veterinary units to run
test and document the evidence
and result.

Study the customs, hygiene and food
inspection laws, rules and regulations
of the foreign country; increase the
receiving point of raw materials;
conduct research of the market by a
hired individual from that country.

1.4. Human resources capacity of the entity
In this section, the entity should include plans on
how to train the employees to achieve its foreign
market targets and strategies with the current capacity of human resources.
Entity’s human resource strategy fully depends on
the business’s objectives and strategy. Human resources strategy contains 3 main parts as shown
below:
1. Clarify the capacity of the existing human resources.
2. Identify the required human resources to
achieve entity’s business strategy and objectives.

10

3. Determine if the entity’s existing human resources meet the requirements and decide
whether to hire new employees. Establish the
measures to educate and train the existing
employees in the absence of job seekers and
specialists in the labor market who are needed.
During the project, human resource and capacity-building plans should be included in the work
outline of implementation of the export development plan.
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1.4

METHODOLOGY
There is no page limitation, and the entity could submit all the relevant documents and appendices:
1. The entity should include the number of employees, their positions, professions, work
experience, and education.
2.

Identify the roles and responsibilities of the implementation team of the Export Development Plan, and attach a brief biography (CV).

3.

A clear explanation of the number of qualified employees to be hired for the business
activities at the foreign market, and submit a job description for the new position.

4. A detailed human resource plan for the process of searching, contacting and interviewing of new employees.

1.4

EXAMPLE 1: IT ZONE LLC
STRUCTURE

DEPARTMENTS

Human
resource

Project
department

Financial
department

Marketing
department

Logistic

BUSINESS AGENCIES

Software
development
department

System
integration

1.4

Hardware
department

Information
technology
services

EXAMPLE 2: IT Zone LLC
HUMAN RESOURCES

TOTAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: OVER

System integration

Software
development
department

Others

HUMAN RESOURCES

Information
technology
services

Hardware
department
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1.4

EXAMPLE 3: “XXX” LLC
“XXX” LLC has 30 employees and 18 of them currently work at the processed meat factory. The
project is managed by 3 employees from the factory and another 3 experienced managers from
the main office. Below is the detailed list of the project employees:

№

1.4

Position

Role in entering
into Japanese
market project

Affiliated office
“XXX’ LLC

Profession, work experience and
education

1.

Director

Project leader

Processed meat
factory

-

Food safety technologist
28 years of working experience

2.

Head of the
marketing
department

Marketing leader

Head office

-

Economist
18 years of marketing field
experience

3.

Factory
technologist

Quality manager

Processed meat
factory

-

Food safety technologist
8 years of relevant meat
production field experience

4.

Marketing
specialist

Marketing,
advertisement
specialist

Head office

-

Economist
10 years of marketing field
experience

5.

Procurement,
logistics specialist

Procurement
specialist

Head office

-

Foreign trade manager
5 years of experience in
the field

6.

Senior sales
manager

Logistics
specialist

Processed meat
factory

-

Accountant
5 years of sales experience

EXAMPLE 4: “XXX” LLC
“XXX” LLC plans to sell 5 tons of beef per a year, starting from 2019 in the Japanese market. Within
the scope of this work, 3 new employees will be required to complete the project. Our Human
resources department will work as scheduled below, to seek, find, contact, interview and recruit
the qualified candidates.
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№

Position

Search through
the recruitment
agency

Seek and
contact

Interview

Introduction
to the factory

Recruitment

1.

Logistics specialist

04. 2018

05.2018

06.2018

06.2018

07.2018

2.

Food safety
specialist

04. 2018

05.2018

06.2018

06.2018

07.2018

3.

Japanese language
translator

02. 2018

03.2018

04.2018

05.2018

05.2018
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SELF-EVALUATION SHEET FOR CHAPTER 1
Please evaluate the completeness of Chapter 1 by scoring yes=1 and no= 0.

№

CHAPTER

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

1

Business Overview

1.1 Brief description of the entity
a) Business history
b) Mission, Vision, Strategy and Objectives
c) Brief introduction of previous and current businesses,
products and services
d) Business achievements, success and experience;
Human resources
e) Strategy and objective to enter a foreign market,
expected result

ANSWER
YES

NO

1.2 Business operation and market positioning of the entity and
its financial resources
a) Market share in the domestic market
b) Main factors of the domestic market share
c) Financial resources
1.3 Environmental analysis of the entity
a) Internal environmental analysis: Strength, Weakness
b) External environmental analysis: Opportunities, Threat
1.4 Human resources capacity of the entity
a) Entity structure
b) Human resources
c) Team members to develop and implement the Export
development project
d) Curriculum vitae of team members
e) Job description of opening positions, recruitment plan

Please go to the next step depending on the following results and total scores.
4 point

Congratulations. You have accomplished Chapter 1, Business overview. Please move to Chapter 2.

0-3 point

Please follow principles and advice in the guidelines to re-answer the question where your mark
is “0” to meet the requirements in the Chapter 1.
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2. MARKET RESEARCH
2.1. Objective and importance of market research and its stages
The main objective of the export market research
is to study a market environment, consumers and
competitors of the target market and to define possibilities and risks to enter the foreign market, as
well as to obtain required research information that
is crucial to determine the appropriate marketing
strategy to export products and services.

Market research is important to determine possibilities of return of investment and successful penetration into the market. In addition, it provides an
overview of the foreign market’s risks, cultural differences, consumption and business environment.

Market research consists of the following stages (Figure 2):

1. Define a
goal, objective
and research
planning

2. Identify data
sources

1. Develop a goal, objective and plan of the research: At this stage, the definition of constraints
that are needed to be solved and research goals
within those constraints. The research objectives,
scope, tasks and other necessary resources (timing,
human resources, budget, etc.) should be defined.
2. Identify data sources: After developing the research plan, suitable methods need to be identified
and the correct data sources as one of the main factors in conducting result based research should be
determined. The data collection consists of primary
and secondary sources.

3. Collect data

4. Analysis, results
and reporting

The primary data includes quantitative and qualitative data obtained from the primary sources such
as questionnaires, observations and experimental
results collected by the researcher. The primary data
is usually collected by a sample survey and uses interviews, phone and online surveys. The advantage
of using this study is to identify specific issues that
can’t be found from the secondary data sources.
For instance, it provides customers’ needs, requirements, behavior and expectations.
The secondary data includes statistical data from
official sources (statistical data issued by National Statistics Office, customs and tax data, etc.), research papers and publications. Using secondary
data is a cost-effective way and suitable for research
Зураг 3. Мэдээллийн төрлүүд

Primary
data

Questionnairs, interview, observation, experiment

Data
Secondary
data
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Statistics, data and research papers issued
by offical sources
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on market environment, purchasing power and competitors.
3. Data collection: Once the data sources are identified, the necessary data should be collected from
the primary and secondary sources. In case of using
the primary data sources, necessary tools such as
questionnaires and observation sheets should be
developed. Once the necessary data is collected, it
should be prepared for further analysis. Data collection stage is the longest and most expensive stage of

conducting the market research. For instance, there
could be cases like unavailability of the necessary
information and data, errors during data collection,
etc. Therefore, it is important to allocate resources
efficiently and to plan accurately at this stage.
4. Analysis, results and reporting: After completing the data collection, analysis on quantitative and
qualitative data is conducted and findings developed.

2.2. Main sections of the market research
Export market research consists of three main parts.
• Study on the market environment: The entity
needs to select the target market based on
the specific factors of market environment, internal resources of the entity and features of
export products and services and then needs
to segment selected target market as well as
to identify specific characteristics of each segment. It will assist the entity to choose one
or several segments. Then the entity needs to
study external factors of the market and evaluate the competitive environment.
• Consumer analysis: This analysis defines con-

sumer purchasing power, behavior and its
factors for each segment, and it provides an
understanding of who the consumer is.
• Competitors’ analysis: This analysis provides
information of main competitors, their market shares, trends, as well as advantages and
weaknesses of competitor’s pricing, distribution and promotion strategies and features
of competing products and services. It will
support the entity to define how to operate
a business in that market and competition
strategies.
Figure 4 shows main sections of market research.
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Figure 4. Market research

MAIN SECTIONS OF THE MARKET RESEARCH
I. Study on market
environment

II. Consumer analysis

1.1. Identification of target
market:

2.1. Consumers purchasing
power:

 Selection of target
market
 Segmentation

 Consumer income, its
change and trend
 Consumer spending
allocation, its change
and trend

Political and tax
Economic
Social and cultural
Technological
Legal and foreign trade
Environmental

3.1. Identify competitors:
 Identify main
competitors
 Competitors market
share, its change and
trend

3.2. Competitors’ products and
services:

1.2. Analysis on external
environment and
competition:







Competitors analysis

2.2. Consumer behavior:
 Needs and requirement
 Purchasing behavior
 Psychological factors

 Feature and differentiation
of products and services
 Price of products and
services
 Distribution of products and
services
 Promotion of products and
services

Result: Necessary information to develop a marketing strategy

 Selection of target market
and segments
 Opportunity and risk of an
external environment of
the target market
 Competition analysis of
the target market

 Consumer demand
 Consumer segments
 Factors impacting to
consumer behavior

Define own competitiveness
and differentiation based
on advantages and
weaknesses of competitors

Stage 1. Study on market environment
Stage 1.1. Identification of the target market
One of the main goals of the export market research
is to select the target market for the specific products and services. It depends on the features of the
products and services, internal resources and capacity of the entity, and influencing factors of the
target country.
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 Demographic factor (population and its
growth, gender, age, education level, employment)
 Social factors (lifestyle, beliefs, culture, language)
 Geographic factor (location, population density, climate)
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 Economic factor (income per capita, economic
growth, evaluation of business environment,
negative factors influencing the business environment, infrastructure)
 Legal and political factors (political system, its
stability, political influence on the business
environment, foreign trade, tax, bureaucracy,
corruption)

2.1

After selecting the target market, the market size
needs to be defined. This will provide you a deeper
understanding of niche segments, dominance ratio
between imported goods and manufactured goods
in the market, main players of the market, growth of
market size and trends.

METHODOLOGY 1
Market size analysis
You need to provide the necessary explanation, introduction and research paper in addition to
the following tasks.
1. Necessary data such as annual/quarterly/monthly turnover of the products and services, the share of products and services locally produced and imported, import share
by countries should be collected from the secondary data sources. As a result of this,
you should be able to define the overall market size.
2. You need to define the market size growth using the production, export and import
data of the similar products and services for the last 3-5 years. It is less risky for new
exporters to enter into a growing market.
In addition to that research papers, the trend of the sector and interview with experts and other
information can be useful to determine the future trend of the target market.

Market segmentation:
After selecting the target market, you need to
segment the target market based on the detailed
study. The market segmentation will divide the large

2.1

market into small segments having similar needs,
characteristics and behavior.

METHODOLOGY 2:
Market segmentation
There are no specific rules and methods to segment the market. The following principles are
usually applied in practice:
-

Geographical principle divides a market based on regions, countries, provinces, cities,
climate, and population density.

-

Demographic principle segments a market by customer’s age, gender, income level, professions, marital status, family members, education, religion, and race.

-

Psychographic principle divides consumers into sub-groups based on social status, lifestyle and personality traits. For instance, conservative, innovator, tester, believer, social
character (young ranger) , etc. Cosmetics companies usually divide its customers by this
principle (charming, energetic etc.).

-

Behavioral principle divides the market by knowledge of products and services, consumer
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behavior, why consumers buy the goods or services, what they expect, how often they are
used, etc.
Segmentation of the market is a process of developing best alternatives based on the specific
characteristics of products, services and markets. It is useful to combine several principles for
segmentation. For instance, combining geographical principles with behavioral principles.
Your segments should include the following characteristics:
 Measurable: It should be possible to collect necessary measurable data of the segment.
 Accessible: The segment can be easily accessed.
 Capable: If you divide the segment into too many small segments, your costs will be
increased and your resources will be inefficient, so your segment should be suitable for
your organization in terms of size.
 Different: All segments should be different.

Stage 1.2. Analysis on the external environment and competition
This section examines the external factors that may
affect the selected market, quality and standards,
requirements of the target market and the foreign
trade terms regarding penetration into the selected

2.1

market (such as tariffs, non-tariff barriers, customs
clearance, etc.). In addition, competition environment
of the target market is considered in this section.

METHODOLOGY 3:
Analysis on the external environment
PESTLE analysis helps to study external environment of the target market.
 Political: This factor considers on how stable the political system of the target market is,
how much powerful influence they have, the tax and tariff regime of the country and its
trend.
 Economical: This factor includes main macroeconomic factors such as target sector
growth, economic growth, exchange rate, interest rate, other necessary economic factors
that can impact your export activities directly or indirectly.
 Social: It includes population, other demographic data, tradition, religion, culture, etc.
 Technological: The factor includes technological and innovative factors that can have a
positive or negative effect on the sector and the market like automation, R&D, technological know-how, etc.
 Legal: Legal factors consider the related laws and regulations (laws on consumers, labor,
health and safety standards, etc.), its scopes and changes that can affect the entity. In addition, it includes foreign trade factors like tariffs, non-tariff barriers, customs clearance
stages, trademarks, specific requirements on importing goods, related quality standards,
etc.
 Environmental: It considers all necessary environmental factors and requirements that
can affect to the business of your entity. Especially, you have to consider the environmental requirements for certain sectors (tourism, agriculture, etc.) carefully.
You can choose and make a PEST, PESTL or PESL analysis depending on the target market. The
analysis is conducted using secondary data.
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Here is an example of how to make the PESTLE
analysis of the target market. In order to make the
analysis, you need to determine the factors affecting
each environment and define whether those factors

2.1

are opportunities or risks for the entity. It is also
important to evaluate how much the impact of the
factors will be, how long it will impact, how to use
opportunity, and how to overcome risks.

METHODOLOGY 4:

Factors

Opportunity/
risk

Impact
(high,
middle, low)

Term (long=6+
years, middle=3-5
years, short=1-2
years)

Risk

Middle

Short

Explanation

Political
The Parliament election
will be held next year
There is new policy
trend (sustainable
development, green
economy, etc.)

Opportunity

Low

Middle

2018 will become a
year of support to
agricultural production

Opportunity

High

Short

Tax level will be
increased

Risk

High

Short

Instability of policy is
increasing

Risk

Middle

Middle

Sales income will be
increased if products
and services are related
to environmentally
friendly and green
economy.

.......
Economical

Inflation is low and
stable

Risk

Middle

Short

Economic growth and
purchasing power is
decreasing

Risk

High

Short and middle

Exchange rate is not
stable

Risk

High

Short and middle

Price of products and
services will not be
changed. But there is
a risk of price increase
for the raw material.
Therefore, need to stock
raw materials and to
find new suppliers.

Need to study exchange
rate policy of the
country and use an
optimal method of
purchase (forward rate,
spot rate or reducing
risks, etc.).

........
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Social
Customers do not know
about the products and
services

Risk

High

Short and middle

Around 30% of customers do
not use our products due to
a religious ordinance

Risk

High

Short and middle

More than 90% of adults use
Facebook

Opportunity

High

Implement marketing
activities in order to
introduce the products
to the target market.

Short and middle

Use Facebook for
marketing of the
products and develop
best contents.

Short and middle

Improve
competitiveness
through using IT for
marketing.

Short

Need to study
amendments shortly
and adapt it to
production

Short

Need to focus on
laboratory test and
quality assurance of
the products due to the
possibility of heightened
environmental standard
and requirements

......
Technological

IT sector is well developed

Opportunity

High

......
......
Legal
Import requirements and
standards of agricultural
products are going to be
amended

Risk

Middle

.......
.......
Environmental

It is not clear that
environmental requirements
for imported products will be
stable or not

.......
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Competitive environment of the target market:
After analyzing the external environment, need to
study the competitive environment of the target
market and determine the possible barriers to enter
a new market. It provides information of buyers’ and

2.1

suppliers’ powers, competition, as well as negative
impact and threats of producers of substitute products and new entrants.

METHODOLOGY 5:
Porter’s 5 forces framework analysis the competitive environment. It includes competition in the
industry, power of customer, power of supplier, threats of substitute products and barriers facing
new entrants. This method evaluates every force and its impact on competition.

Threat of New Entry:







Time and cost of entry
Specialist knowledge
Economies of scale
Cost advantages
Technology protection
Barriers to entry

Supplier Power

Competition in the market:

Difficulty of New
Entry

Competition
in the
market

Supplier Power






Number of suppliers
Size of suppliers
Uniqueness of service
Your ability to substitute
Cost of changing
Threat of Substitution
 Substitute performance
 Cost of change

Threat of
Substitution







Number of competitors
Quality differences
Other differences
Switching costs
Customer loyalty

Buyer Power

Buyer Power
 Number of customers
 Size of each order
 Differences between
competitors
 Price sensitivity
 Ability to substitute
 Cost of changing

Difficulty of new entrants into a market shows the possibility to enter the industry/market. In
order to evaluate the potentiality, the cost and time to enter, the necessity of skilled workers,
usage of expensive equipment and other barriers like protection of technology, licensing, high
standards are should be considered. For instance, if skilled workers and high technology are required, it indicates that there are the significant barriers to enter the market.
Supplier power shows how do suppliers influence the industry/market. The number of suppliers,
products’ uniqueness of suppliers, possibility to substitute raw materials and cost of switching
from one supplier to another should be considered. The fewer the number of suppliers, and less
possibility to substitute raw materials, the more power a supplier holds.
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Threats of substitutes show possibilities of substituting your products with another and marketing activities that are implemented by the producers of substitute products. If substitute product
producers try to impact the market through reducing their prices, then it will pose a negative
impact on the market.
Buyer power describes how influential your buyers are. It includes aspects of number of consumers, amount of purchases, sensitivity to price fluctuation and customers’ possibility to substitute
your products by another. For instance, if buyers’ amount of purchase is high, they are sensitive
to price and the number of buyers are few, then the buyers have more power.
Competition in the market is determined by the number of competitors, inequality of products,
customers’ loyalty to the products and services and cost of entering into and exiting the market.
For instance, more competitors, less inequality of products and less cost of entering into and
exiting the market, the market is more competitive.

Stage 2. Consumer analysis
In Stage 1, the selection of target market, market segmentation, market size, factors that impact the market
and competitive environment were studied. The next step is to study consumers.

Stage 2.1. The purchasing power of consumers
In this section, you will examine the purchasing
power and cost allocation of your consumer through
collecting data of average income and cost of con-

2.1

sumers. Also, you will determine the purchasing
power and pricing strategies of each segment selected during the previous stage.

METHODOLOGY 6:
Following secondary data is used to determine purchasing power of consumers:
1. Average income, changes and trends for the last 3-5 years (by each segment);
2. Cost allocation of similar and substitute products, changes and trends for the last 3-5
years (by each segment).
Also, you need to define seasonal effect on consumer income and cost allocation.

Stage 2.2. Consumer behavior
Defining the consumer behavior assists the entity to
understand consumers’ needs, purchasing behavior
and psychological factors affecting consumers’ purchases, and to plan an effective marketing strate-
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gy. It also enables the entity to change its products
and services based on the consumers’ needs and
requirements.
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2.1

METHODOLOGY 7:
Consumer behavior analysis consists of following 3 sections:
1. Needs and requirements: It will answer consumers’ questions, wishes (color, design,
amount, materials, etc.), their interest and expectation.
2. Purchasing behavior: What, when, how many do consumers buy? How often do they buy?
How do consumers decide to buy the product? On what do they spend their income
usually? What kind of payment channels do they use?
3. Psychological factors: How do consumers respond to activities like advertisement and
discounts? Who decides to buy in their family mostly? What factors impact purchase decisions? Does your customer make purchases that save time (online purchase, delivery
services, etc.)? What kinds of consumer needs are not fulfilled? Do your consumers seek
services after purchase? Is low price level important for them? Where do they receive
information from (TV, newspapers, internet, etc.)?
At this stage, primary data will be collected and analyzed.

Stage 3. Competitors analysis
In the previous stages, the entity has learned to understand the target market and consumer. At this
stage, competitors are studied through defining
main players, their market share, trends, features

of competitor’s products, price, distribution, promotion, advantages and weaknesses. It can assist the
entity to determine how to run the business in the
market and form competitive strategies.

Stage 3.1. Understand competitors
At this stage, you need to identify the superior and
the follower of the market through studying your
main competitors, their market shares and sales

2.1

revenue. It will help the entity to develop a competitive strategy.

METHODOLOGY 8:
Following data will be useful to identify main competitors and its market share:
1. Identify main competitors;
2. Collect sales revenue of competitors for last 1-2 years;
3. Calculate share of sales revenue to total sales of the sector by each competitor. It shows
the market share of competitors;
4. Rank market shares of competitors and identify who is superior and who is a follower;
5. Competition of the market can be defined by calculating market share of top 4 companies in the market. It is called “Ratio of four firms centralization”. The ratio will be
almost 0 in a fair competition environment and 100 in a monopoly market. So this ratio
is an important indicator to evaluate the market structure. A low ratio indicates higher
competition and a high ratio is for lesser competition.
Centralization ratio is 100 in a monopoly market and it means that only big entity makes 100%
sales. If this ratio is higher than 60%, it means that the market is centralized and it is an oligopoly
market. If it will be less than 60%, it is a highly competitive market.
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Stage 3.2. Competitor’s products and services
Once the main competitors are identified, the entity
needs to study the competitors’ products and
services, their pricing, distribution and promotion

2.1

strategies and activities. This will provide a clear
understanding of how to differentiate your products
and services, pricing, positioning and distribution.

METHODOLOGY 9:
You can use following table to study products, price level, distribution and promotion of your
competitors.
Marketing mix

Competitor #1 Competitor #2 Competitor #3 Competitor #4
Quality
Feature

Product

Design
Package
Label

Price
Internet trade
Distribution
(delivery
method)

Retail (a)
Wholesale
Representative office
Direct sale
Advertisement

Promotion

Sales bonus
Public relations
Face to face sales
Direct marketing

Note: (a) – Speciality stores, department stores, trade centers, supermarkets, markets

Finally, the entity needs to determine the followings, which will provide an opportunity to obtain a profit
using the competitor’s weaknesses and adapt their advantages to your business:
 Advantages and weaknesses;
 Future goals;
 Current marketing strategies.
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2.1

METHODOLOGY 10:
You can define your competitors’ advantages and weaknesses by SWOT analysis and also
“Competitors’ matrix” method. “Competitors’ matrix” evaluates the competitors by success
factors of the sector.
This method consists of the following stages:
- List the main success factors of the sector or products, price, distribution and promotion defined before. For instance, internet sales, digital marketing, delivery services, products novelty, etc.
- Evaluate by scores of 1-10 for each success factor and competitor (1=worst, 10=best)
- Define the ratios of each success factor to overall successes (most important should
be rated to highest ratio)
- Compare weighted scores of every competitor.
Weighted score = total score * ratio

2.1

Example 2:
Following table shows the example of competitors’ analysis.
Competitor #1
Success factors

Ratio

Product novelty

Competitor #2

Competitor #3

Score

Ratio

Score

Ratio

Score

Ratio

0.3

10

3

6

1.8

1

0.3

Difference
between products

0.2

6

1.2

8

1.6

2

0.4

Cheap

0.1

8

0.8

5

0.5

10

1

Internet sales

0.2

5

1

10

2

5

1

Delivery service

0.1

1

0.1

10

1

3

0.3

Advertisement

0.1

4

0.4

6

0.6

3

0.3

Total score

1

34

6.5

45

7.5

24
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Above analysis shows that Competitor #2 has been adapted most successes of the sector.
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SELF-EVALUATION SHEET FOR CHAPTER 2
Please evaluate the completeness of Chapter 2 by scoring yes = 1 and no = 0.

№

CHAPTER

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
1.1

ANSWER
YES

NO

Selection of the target market

1.2 External environment analysis and competition
2

Market research

1.3 Purchasing power of the consumers
1.4 Consumer behavior
1.5 Study on products and services of the competitors

Please go to the next step depending on the following results and total scores.
5 scores
0-4 scores
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Chapter 3. PRODUCT AND SERVICES
				FOR EXPORT
In this section, you will describe the issues that the
entity faces when starting the export of the products
and services and the possible solutions for them.

and resource
4. To define the type of risks (relating to payment, insurance, and transportation etc.) and
risk management
5. To estimate production cost
6. To maintain quality assurance and guarantee
7. To complete the documentation procedure for
the exporting product and service.

The domestic entity who wants to export products
and services to foreign market faces with the 7 common issues:
1. To determine the foreign market
2. To select the product and service for export
3. To estimate the production/service capacity

3.1 Selection of the product and service for export
The entity should explain the reason for selecting
certain products and services for export in this
section. The reason and the method of selecting the
products and services for export would be different
for each entity. For instance, an entity exports its
products and services not only to gain more profits
but also due to other reasons such expanding

3.1

market abroad even it has already established
strong market domestically, or the specific product
meets the target market’s need and the product
and service has no competition or increasing the
business revenue and income by full usage of the
production capacity etc.

METHODOLOGY
We have selected 8 commonly used criteria for products and services selection for export. The
entity’s selection process or method could meet one or more of these criteria. The entity should
explain each criteria where its selection process or method meet with and provide the related
research documents. The entity should provide an explanation and related research document
for the criteria other than these 8 criteria. There are no limits for the explanation and supporting
research documents.
1.

Trends in exports: The entity’s target market has the positive trends to the products
and services to be exported.

2.

Production capacity: The entity has a production capacity to meet the contractual obligation. It is estimated that your entity has an adequate production capacity to deliver
the product/service.

3.

Raw material and supplies: The product (meat, vegetables, hay, natural resources, mineral products etc.) to be exported depends on raw materials, agricultural resources and
minerals, moreover, it is proven that there is a sufficient supply of raw materials for the
export products.

4. Product adaptability: A product having a successful sales and future potential for the
domestic market does not mean the product could be successful for export. Thus, the
entity should prove that the products and services for export have the quality, condition and competitive edge of the target market.
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5.

Demand in the target market: The target market has already established and identified
a need and an acceptance of the products and services by specific demand or other
competitor’s product/service.

6. Restriction on the import and tariff: It is proven that due to trade agreements between
countries (host and importer) the entity’s products and services have no restriction to
import to the target market, and incentives and other tariff measures are in effect.
7.

Experience in foreign market and improvement of the business: Entering into a foreign
market is a new challenge for the entity. The competition would bring an improvement
in the products and services, human resources and technology of your entity.

8. Changes in consumers’ spending, income and consumption at the foreign market: Your
entity’s business will have a positive impact due to the changes in foreign consumers’
spending pattern, needs of qualities and types of products and services as well as improvement of the spending due to income growth (such as real wage increase).

After explaining the reason and method of
selecting the products and services for export (per
3.1 methodology) the entity should introduce the
product to be sold or the service to be provided in
the target market including the specific qualities and
advantages. The introduction should include the
update or changes to be made to the products and
services to meet the target market’s specific needs

3.1

and quality control, and its consumer’s preference.
The update or changes cover the product design, size,
packaging design, label, transportation, storage and
all new activities relating to products and services.
The below, please find the “MonSeabuck” JSC
company’s introduction for its product as an
example.

EXAMPLE 1.
Our company, “MonSeabuck” LLC, for the business goal of entering into the foreign market, maintains a strategy to gain a reputation and familiarity in the target market by exporting selected
few products with longer shelf life, a quiality requirement from target markets and durability for
transportation.
We have selected below 2 products from our current product line that consists of 70 different
products to be exported:
1- Seabuckthorn real juice (unsweetened, 100 ml, glass bottle)
2- Seabuckthorn jam (250 ml, glass jar)
Product number 1: Seabuckthorn real juice (improvement and changes to be made)
This real juice is made by the wild Sea buckthorn berries organically grown in northern Mongolia
with no additives and preservatives. The juice has a health benefit and 20% higher nutritional
value than other similar products. Properly stored, unopened juice stays at best quality for 1 year.
Improvement and changes to be made for exporting:
The Seabuckthorn real juice is designed and produced for the domestic consumers needs so we
need to change the product’s taste, appearance and packaging to meet the target market’s consumer’s specific palate and their culture. The changes are:
a) Decrease the sourness of the juice
b) Change the packaging and write the product description in English, German and French.
c) To apply and get the patents for the improvements completed
d) To get the quality confirmation from European Quality Control System
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Advantages and disadvantages of our product:
Advantages:
• Certified organic product
• Rich in proteins and vitamins
• Meets the increasing needs of
European market trends

Disadvantages:
• Not familiar with the foreign customers
• Not enough information available for the
public,
• No quality confirmation to export to the
European market

Product number 2: Sea buckthorn jam (newly developed product)
This jam is made from the sea buckthorn berries organically grown in northern Mongolia. No
added preservatives and color. Properly stored, unopened jam stays at best quality for 1.5 years.
Main requirements for producing for the target markets
The jam is mainly used as a spread for a toast, a cake filling and as a sweetener for a tea in the
target customers, so our product needs to be produced with a new recipe to meet the needs and
packaged with proper label and instruction.
Requirements:
a) Can be spread easily and smoothly on the toast
b) Can dissolve in hot liquid fast and complete
c) To get the quality confirmation from European Quality Control System
Advantages and disadvantages of our product:
Advantages:
• Certified organic product
• Rich in proteins and vitamins
• Made with the newest recipe using
sea buckthorn berries

Disadvantages:
• Have not been tested in the domestic
market
• Not familiar with the foreign customers
• No quality confirmation to export to the
European market

3.2. Estimation of the production/service capacity and reserve
When the selection of the products and services for
export is complete, the entity should estimate its
production/service capacity and verify the ability to

3.2

redesign the products and services or change the
technology and production process when it is needed to meet ever changing the market need.

METHODOLOGY
Production/service capacity can be estimated in many ways based on the entity’s products or
services, production line, technology and type of raw material. Thus, the entity could use own
method and principles to estimate its production/service capacity for the last 2 years for the
Export development plan. The method, principle, standard and strategies, which were used
to estimate the production/service capacity, should be enclosed to the plan with additional
information.
Required measures of the production capacity:
1. Machine hour or man hour per products and services
2. The number products and services per hour, day, week, month or year.
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3. Production Capacity utilization rate AO/EC: efficiency rate AO/DC
a. Design capacity DC
b. Effective capacity EC
c. Actual output AO
4. Required capacity
Describe each measure under the 3 types of factors that influencing the entity’s production
capacity.
1. Internal factors which the entity can control
2. External factors which are outside of the entity’s control
3. Foreign factors
1. Internal factors which the entity can control:
- Management and internal control
- Branch’s activities, factories, technology and transportation
- Raw material reserve
- Human resources
2. External factors which are outside of the entity’s control:
- Environmental effect (drought, blizzard, flood, wildfire)
- Infrastructure (roads, transportation, electricity, heat, water etc.)
- Seasonal weather effect
- Political effect (Authorities decision based on the political ground such as changes in
taxation, sanctions etc.)
- Technological advancement
- Legal dispute and a court ruling
- Supply
- Exchange rate
- Investment (banking, investors, bonds, and stocks)
- Foreign relationship
3. Foreign factors:
- The economic situation of the neighboring countries
- Supplies imported from abroad
- International trade policy
- Fuel supply
- Expats
- Customs tariff and quality control
- Demand and value of the natural resource, raw material

As an example of the production capacity estimation, the below is the ‘XXX” LLC company information.

3.2

EXAMPLE 1
Our company, “XXX” LLC, produces (1) Canned fully cooked beef and (2) Canned beef liver pate
which to be exported to Japan. If out entry to Japanese market shows a success within first 2 years,
we will develop new product line to increase our market volume accordingly with our market expansion strategy.
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2017 он
Production capacity
measurements

Unit of
measurement

1
hour

1
day

7 days

1
month

1 year

1 type of product produced per
hour (1 equipment)

Piece

2

20

140

560

6,720

Total products (10 equipment)

Piece

20

200

1,400

5,600

67,200

50%
67%

45%
67%

45%
67%

45%
67%

45%
67%

Production capacity utilization rate
Efficiency rate

%
%

Design capacity (equipment)

Piece

40

440

3,080

12,320

147,840

Effective capacity (equipment)

Piece

30

300

2,100

8,400

100,800

Actual output (equipment)

Piece

20

200

1,400

5,600

67,200

Production capacity per can of fully cooked beef
Machine hour per unit product
(actual output)
Man-hour per unit product

Machine hour

0.4

Man-hour

0.4

Currently, we have 10 equipment for production of the canned fully cooked beef. Each equipment
has a maximum capacity to produce 4 cans of cooked beef per hour but our current actual output
is 2 cans per hour. The part of our production line is manual, and its capacity is 2 cans per hour.
Thus, our actual output is only 2 cans per hour. If the market demand increases, we could improve
our production capacity by the following 2 ways:
1. Increase the manpower and working hour to use the maximum capacity of the equipment.
In this case, we would hire more people to be able to produce 4 cans per hour and we
would produce 440 cans per days. It could double our current actual output.
2. Increasing number equipment and manpower. If the market demands more than our
current maximum capacity, we would choose this option and it would require additional
investment. For example, if we purchase 5 more equipment, our actual output could be 3
times higher than the current output.

3.3. Risks and risk management
An entity entering a foreign market for the first time
faces many risks beyond their control. This section

3.3

introduces how to identify those risks and how to
manage and mitigate them.

METHODOLOGY
You should identify the risk that could encounter with your entity from the following a list of
common risks. Once you identify the risks, you can start planning how they can be managed or
mitigated. Your entity could face other risks not shown in this section depending on the specific
circumstances of your business, therefore, you can also identify those risks and include in your
explanation. There are no limits for the explanation and supporting research documents to be
submitted.
1. Country risks: A country could become insolvent; a country’s political instability, riot,
strike or unfavorable changes in taxation and other regulation; the entity could face
confiscation.
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2. Currency fluctuation and exchange rate risks: This is a potential threat to the entity’s
operation in a country due to fluctuations in the local currency. When the local currency
depreciates and inflation rate increases, the customer’s buying ability decreases as well
as the entity’s sales. If a local currency appreciates against a foreign currency the entity’s
profit or revenue earned in the foreign country will decrease after being exchanged back
to the domestic currency. Due to the volatile nature of the exchange rate, it can be difficult
to protect against this kind of risk, which can harm sales and revenues.
3. Wire transfer risks: A country could limit or stop the cash outflow from the country, or the
country could change the wire transfer regulation after the sales agreement was executed.
4. Solvency risks: The risk arises when a counterparty (customers or foreign partners) is
declared as insolvent, and failed to make a payment or meet the contractual agreement.
5. Business interruption risks: Business partners or the client’s inability to meet a payment
obligation or having a disagreement could cause the business interruption.
6. Fright and transportation risks: The risks include goods damaged in transit, loss and theft,
fire, explosion, and other accidents.
7. Regulatory risks: Risks associated with an entity’s inadequate knowledge of a country’s
laws and regulation especially taxation, custom, quality control, employment, real estate
and other regulation. Also, a change in laws or regulations made by the country’s
government, could increase the costs of operating a business, reduce the attractiveness of
an investment, or change the competitiveness.
8. Fraud risks: There is a number of factors that increase the likelihood of the fraud occurring
in a business. Such as insufficient control and confirmation for a selecting the vendor or
client, poorly executed contract with a third party which does not regulate the liabilities of
each party, indemnification, and poor internal control.
9. Social and cultural risks: Entering the foreign market creates an entirely new set of social
and cultural risks. Not knowing, respecting or ignoring local customs can cost you a big
business deal.
10. Insurance risks: Insufficient coverage by insurance (insurance gap) or not ensuring the
business operation, asset, or liabilities could result a significant loss.
11. Strategic alliance risks: In the new market having a strategic alliance will enable your
business to gain competitive advantages through access to a partner’s resources, including
market shares, technologies, capital, and people. But selecting the wrong alliance, not
clearly defining the expected outcome, basics of operation, relationship, and not protecting
you company assets through legal contract could bring significant risks to your business.

In this section, we have listed possible and commonly known risks, but we have not included the risk
management. So, the entity should consider all the
risks associated with your business and provide your

entity’s risk management plan including the methods of identification and mitigation for the risks. The
plan can be submitted with additional research material and documentation.

On illustration of the risks that are uncommon and specifically associated with a certain product type, how
to recognize and manage those risks we use the “XXX” LLC as an example.

3.3

EXAMPLE 1:
Our company, “XXX” LLC, produces Canned fully cooked beef, Canned beef liver pate and we are
planning to export these products to the Japanese market. The common risks associated with entering a new market were evaluated and measured. We have developed a risk management plan
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and submitted with our “Export Development Plan”. But there are some risks which are uncommon and only related to our business and our product type. To recognize the risks we need to
define our product uniqueness.
Our product’s unique qualities are:
 Made from grass fed beef.
 Bees are not exposed to artificial pesticides, fertilizers, antibiotics, hormones, GMOs
 Only uses a fresh meat
Possible risks: Foot-and-mouth or any
other decease.

• Japanese customer would not use our
product.
• Japanese quality control and safety
organization would increase the
requirement and mandate additional
tests.
• Our product and our business would
lose the confidence of our customers.

Risk mitigation methods:

• Will introduce our product with a certification
of origin and organic certification. Use our
advertisements to provide assurance to our
customer that the farm raises the livestock
in pastureland and the life stock is free of
any infectious deceases.
• To test our product by Japanese independent
laboratory for quality.
• In case of spread of the infectious decease, to
have a quality test from Japanese laboratory
and provide necessary information to our
customers.
• The scheduled or random test should
be done at our production line and the
result must be submitted to the related
organization in Japan and our customers.

3.4. Calculation of production cost and selling price
Determining your profitability is the most important part of the decision on whether your entity
should enter into exporting of product and service
to a foreign market. During the initial phase of implementing an export plan, if the entity could not
make planned sales, it needs to seek other solutions
such as exiting the market, keep steady level for a
while, or to change the product/service, etc. If the

3.4

entity has estimated its profit margin accurately, it
could find a better solution for the many problems
during the initial phase. The cost of the unit product
is consisting of raw material, and other direct cost
that necessary to produce the finished goods. If the
finished goods are intended to be sold for an export,
the costs relating to the export activities need to be
added to the production cost.

METHODOLOGY
Estimating the cost of goods manufactured could be vary based on the manufacturing technology,
production line, inventory and other related aspects. So an entity could choose the method to
estimate the cost of goods manufactured depending on your production specification. The calculation must be supported by the entity’s accounting policy or other supporting documents.
General component of the cost of goods manufactured are:
- Direct materials are easily identified, conveniently measured and directly charged to the
cost of production. It is also part of the finished product.
- Direct labor cost is wages that are incurred in order to produce specific goods or provide
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specific services to customers. The total amount of direct labor cost is much more than
wages paid. It also includes the payroll taxes associated with those wages, plus the cost of
company-paid medical insurance, life insurance, and workers’ compensation insurance.
- Manufacturing overhead is all of the costs that a factory incurs, other than the variable
costs required to build products, such as direct materials and direct labor. This overhead
is applied to the units produced based on the entity’s ratio. Examples of costs that are
included in the manufacturing overhead category are:
o Depreciation on equipment used in the production process
o Property taxes on the production facility
o Rent on the factory building
o Salaries of other personnel who are not directly participating in the production
process but they are needed to complete the production line such as maintenance
personnel, manufacturing managers, and quality control staff
o Supplies not directly associated with products (such as manufacturing forms)
o Utilities for the factory
Since direct materials and direct labor are usually considered to be the only costs that directly
apply to a unit of production, manufacturing overhead is (by default) all of the indirect costs of a
factory. Manufacturing overhead does not include any of the selling or administrative functions
of a business.
Additional costs related to exporting the finished product and service. These additional costs
could vary depending on your entity’s production line and products and services for export. The
commonly known additional costs are:
1. Marketing;
2. Consultancy;
3. Research and Development for product renovation;
4. International exhibition;
5. Patent;
6. Customs fees;
7. Custom taxes and other taxes;
8. Insurance premiums;
9. Transportation and freight;
10. Contingency;
11. Other applicable expenses (costs) relating to export.
For calculating the cost of goods manufactured please include below calculations using US
Dollars or host country’s (foreign market) currency as a functional currency for the calculation
purposes.
1. Cost of Goods manufactured not including the export related additional costs
2. Direct material per unit of product
3. Direct labor per unit of product
4. Other additional costs per unit of product
5. Export related additional cost per unit of product
The entity could use more detailed calculation and additional information. Your explanation
about the calculation method and calculation basis is required for the submission.

As an example, we use the “XXX” JSC company’s calculation of the cost of goods manufactured as below.
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3.4

EXAMPLE 1
Our company, “XXX” LLC, produces Canned fully cooked beef and Canned beef liver pate and we
plan to export these products to the Japanese market.
Cost of canned fully cooked beef:
Our production line is partially automated, and preparation of the main ingredients is prepared
manually but cooking, canning and labeling are done by automated equipment. Direct materials are grass-fed beef, pork fat, and spices supplied from domestic suppliers.
Cost of direct material:
The direct material cost is calculated by the industry standards (the standard is enclosed in
the plan)
To produce 4 cans of fully cooked beef we need:
Grass-fed beef – 1 kg
Pork fat – 150 grams
Spices- 2 tablespoon
Can – premade to meet the industry quality requirement
Label – printed on paper
Direct materials are purchased and recorded as inventory at the purchase price. For the calculation of the direct material cost we use the weighted average method.
Cost of Direct labor:
The cost includes wages, salary and related taxes, fee and benefits of the personnel’s who
directly work at the production line from the preparation of the material till the completed
canned beef. For example, the salaries of the personnel who prepares the main ingredients and
others who work for the cooking process are the direct labor cost. But the manager of the shift,
health and safety personnel, and maintenance or security officer’s wages, salary and related
expenses are not included in the direct labor. Rather these are considered as indirect labor, and
these are part of the manufacturing overhead.
Amount of manufacturing overhead:
The overhead costs are required to run a business, but these costs cannot be directly attributed
to any specific business activity, product, or service. Thus, overhead costs do not directly lead
to the creation of profits. Overhead is still necessary, since it provides critical support for the
creation of profit-making activities. Thus, the overhead is allocated to the cost of a unit of the
products.
There are 2 commonly used methods to allocate manufacturing overhead:
- Direct labor hour method- This method uses the comparison between total man hour
and total units of products. Since our production line uses manual labor, the cost of
direct labor has a correlation with the overhead. We use the Cost of direct labor per unit
to allocate the overhead.
- Machine hour method- This method compares the total product and total machine hour.
This method can be used where the production line is fully automated. Due to our mixed
production line where we use both of manual labor and equipment, we could not use
this method.
Calculation of the cost of canned fully cooked beef
Calculation
Cost of direct material

Unit

Cost

Cost of
manufacturing

1 лааз

$0.20

$0.20

Export related
additional cost

Total cost of
goods to be
exported
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Cost of direct labor

0.4 цаг

$4.00

$1.60

Manufacturing overhead

0.4 цаг

$2.00

$0.80

Total cost per unit

$2.60

$2.26

$4.86

Based on our calculation, the cost of canned fully cooked beef is $2.60 including cost of direct
material per can of $0.20, cost of direct labor per can of $1.60 and allocated manufacturing
overhead per can of $0.80. Export related additional cost of $2.26 is added and total cost of the
canned fully cooked beef is $4.86.

3.5 Quality assurance and guarantee
The quality assurance and its guarantee are the very
first step for the entity planning to enter a foreign
market. Sufficient quality assurance and guarantee
are the major obstacles for those domestic entities
who are planning to enter the foreign market. The
quality assurance and guarantee are the responsibility of the exporting country even there are trade
agreements between governments. Some of the internationally accepted quality standard tests could

3.5

be completed in Mongolia but not all of those are
available. Because of this, the entity needs to study
the target market’s quality standards and specific
requirements and if needed to get a test at available
countries. In case, the entity needed to get the test
abroad, the entity should include the detailed information about the required test and where and how
you are planning to get them done and submit with
the Export development plan.

METHODOLOGY
The steps for getting a quality assurance for your products are detailed below:
1.

To study the country’s quality requirements for your products and services.

2.

To collect information from the country’s authorized organization about general and
special requirements.

3.

To find the specialized and authorized testing laboratory and organization, communicate and request for their service and related fees.

4. Based on the information about the testing organization and their fees, select an organization and execute the contract.
5.

Provide a sample of your product, start the requirement testing as agreed upon the
contract. Provide information about the production line or service procedures for review
and confirmation. Request a third party to participate if needed.

6. Update or improve the products and services or manufacturing technology or product
design based on the testing results and recommendations.
7.

Complete the testing and meet the requirements and apply for the certificate.

8. Inform custom office, related quality assurance officials or clients from the target market
about the quality testing results and the certificate.
If your entity has done the quality testing for the target market, please enclose copy of the testing
results and certificate to your Export development plan.
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3.6. Completion of the document for the products and services for export
In this section, the entity should explain how it has
obtained (or if you have not obtained those yet
please explain your plan to obtain) the necessary

3.6

and required documents about the products and
services to be exported.

METHODOLOGY
The documents to be prepared and submitted will be different based on the products and services
type and the target market’s requirement and condition. Please prepare the related documents
by communicating with your client, partner and corresponding agencies for the target market’s
requirements and documents. You can obtain some of the required documents specific to the
target market from Mongolian National Chamber of Commerce.
The below are the list of documents required for the export.
Required documents

Where and How to obtain

1

Certificate of origin

Can be obtained from Mongolian National Chamber of Commerce.
There are four types of certificates of origin are available. The
issuing the certificate of origin is regulated by the “Regulation on
determining the origin of export products derived from Mongolia
and on issuing the certificate of origin”.

2

Invoice

Issued by the target market client, distributor or purchaser

3

Custom declaration

Prepared by the entity

4

Packing slip

Prepared by the entity

5

Quality assurance and hygiene
permit

General agency for specialized inspection of Mongolia conducts
quality and hygiene control and grants a permit.

6

Conformity assessment

Mongolian agency for standard and metrology provides a
conformity assessment service per law of standardization,
conformity assessment. The entity should communicate the
agency and gather related information since the conformity
assessment requires the entity to submit information about your
business and production.

7

Sales/Purchase agreement

Agreement with the target market’s client, purchaser or
distributors.

8

Export certificate

Mongolian National Chamber of Commerce issues the export
certificate. The required documents for applying the export
certificate are:
1. Application containing below information:
a. Product types and quantities
b. Processing, packaging, labeling, quality and safety
information
c. Date of entry, border port, route, and transportation
type
2. Sales/Purchase agreement
3. Certificate of state registration of your entity
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SELF-EVALUATION SHEET FOR CHAPTER 3
Please evaluate the completeness of Chapter 3 by scoring yes=1 and no= 0.
№

3

CHAPTER

Product and
services for
export

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
1.1

Selection of the product and service for export

1.2

Estimation of the production/service capacity and
reserve

1.3

Risks and their management

1.4

Calculation of production cost and selling price

1.5

Quality assurance and guarantee

1.6

Completion of the document for the products and
services for export

ANSWER
YES

NO

Please go to the next step depending on the following results and total scores.
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6 score

Congratulations. You have accomplished Chapter 3, Product and services for export. Please move
to Chapter 4.

0-5 score

Please follow principles and advice in the guidelines to re-answer the question where your mark is
“0” to meet the requirements of Chapter 3.
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4. MARKETING STRATEGY
The marketing strategy is developed with a purpose of gaining competitive advantages by selling what the
customer’s needed at the right price in the right market. The marketing strategy is incorporated the 7 Ps of
your marketing mix.

MARKETING
Product

Price

Price

Product

Promotion

Promotion

Physical
Evidence

Place

Place

Physical
Evidence

People

People

Process

Process

Consideration of differences between the two concepts of consumer and buyer in the export marketing is
important in developing a strategy for further entry and positioning of the target market.
A consumer is who uses the product or service and often called as an end user, while a buyer is (i) who uses
the product or service, or (ii) uses as material to produce a new product for selling, or (iii) who is ultimately
selling to the end users. The entity that aims to become a new exporter may have limited access to end users,
so it is possible to use a channel to sell/reach its market.

4.1. Market entry strategy
What are the ways to deliver the products and services to the end users? Selecting the entry strategy
for a target market should take into justification the
size of its required investment, available financial

4.1

opportunity, risk, and experiences. This will show
that whom you sharing the risks another word, distribution of your risks when exporting your products
and services.

BASIC CONCEPT
Based on the entity’s internal resources, experience, and cooperation, the following two strategies
are available for choosing the export market entry.
Direct export:
—
—
—
—

To open Representative office (Foreign country based representative office)
Collaboration with Distributor (Contracting with the foreign vendor)
Government supply (supplying to the Governments and International organization)
foreign partners (Working with foreign/overseas partners);

In-Direct export:
— Commercial SME’s (Export through an entity that is experienced in foreign market sells)
— Business entity with export management expertise (Exporting goods through the export
management oriented entity)
— Sub-contractor (as a part of product and services of the large producers)
— Barter (exchange and export of products in accordance with a contract)
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4.1

EXAMPLE 1, UNDRAGA LLC
Our company, “Undraga LLC, sells wool and cashmere products to South Korean consumers and
has been working with Korean Seji Group since 2015. We supply high quality products to the Seji
Group’s chain stores and responsible for delivering the agreed amount of product within the
deadline and responsible for the transportation and handling. The Seji Group is responsible for
advertising, selling of the product.

4.2. Positioning strategy
This section will focus on how to position your products and services at the market. Product and service
positioning purpose is to inform, impress the target

4.2

market users and to separate your product and service from the competitors.

BASIC CONCEPT 1:
Market branding:
The purpose of brand development is to position the products and services in the market.
Product and service branding concept covers memories, impressions, designs, solutions, mottoes,
names and logos of your company and products (services) to display. Giving customers the marketing tools created by the integrated content and solutions will be responsible for keeping the
market without any additional further information or advertising.

4.2

EXAMPLE 1
Worldwide known some of the brands are Apple, Disney, Starbucks, while national brands such as
Gobi and Goyo represent the company and their products which don’t need additional marketing
insights. The uses of the well-known brands have once again transformed the target market into
live advertising and activation tools.

Brand development marketing must be attractive, interesting, resilient, and unique, requiring some time
and resources for introducing, placing, and strengthening it. Developing of the harmonious attitude as

4.2

the entity’s vision and business development approaches for consumer thinking, satisfaction and
curiosity are the key factors in success.

BASIC CONCEPT 2:
Positioning the name
The right name attracts and fascinates the customers and users as emphasized by the International Marketing Association. Naming the channels of sale and networks are important and supports the success of the positioning. Marketing activities can be led by right naming and set up
the entity’s unique look and feel, the main concept of ability to attract customers. Some of the
name positioning ways are:
1. Use founder of the product and place it as a brand
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2.
3.
4.
5.

4.2

EXAMPLE 2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4.2

Emphasis the vision/mission
Place its experience and special skills
Think outside of the box
To create the “Slogan” or “word”

Use founder of the product and place it as a brand (Hewlett Packard)
Emphasis the vision/mission (Southwest Airlines, Together in life – Хас bank)
Place its experience and special skills (Open happiness – Coca-Cola)
Think outside of the box (Apple, Wishbone)
To create “Slogan” or work (Google)

EXAMPLE 3
Wishbone:
Having such interesting name as Wishbone has created enormous success both financially and
branding aspects by word of mouth. In America, they have a tradition of whispering their wishes
to the turkey triangular bone known as wishbone during Thanksgiving. One family considers three
to five members; one to two wishbones were available at the special day. Therefore the whispering
need for the other members lead to for the additional purchase of the bones/turkey. Such need
creates the idea of manufacturing plastic bones and started selling the “Bauxite Bones”.

The question here is how to make your product look
and how to introduce it for an optimal position at
the market. Answers to this question let us think
back that it is important to consider the behavior,
differentiation and approaches of the market environment, target audience and customers in the previous chapter.
Every foreign market has its own uniqueness and
distinction. For instance, Japanese consumers are
very concerned about the origin of the product and
its value creation during its production and distribution process that leads them to become a buyer of
that product or services:
 Is it organic, natural and eco-friendly?
 Is it produced by low-income individuals or
by women oriented businesses, are there any

meaningful reasons to support livelihoods by
this purchase?
For example, Korean consumers are more likely to
choose products from their national producers and
domestic distributors, moreover such legislation
and regulation are strongly followed. From above
two examples, because of the different consumer
perspectives, marketing strategy needs to have multiple versions even the products and services are the
same.
When the entity develops an export development
plan, it should consider the diversity of opportunities to improve, promote, and sell items that could
meet their desires, preferences, and specifics based
on the target market research.

4.3 Price strategy
How do you define your price strategy which allows
you to be competitive, promote your competitive
edge or to reach your target? The perfect solution
for this question is to do a research on the target

market price. The key indicators for setting up your
product price are the average cost of goods of similar products and services available at the market.
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4.3

BASIC CONCEPT 1:
Market entry price strategy
In some cases, entering new market practices show that lower pricing strategy is often chosen
because of market demand necessity. The ability to attract buyers to the price sensitive product
or service is to offer lower price modules. Regarding such module, implementation should be
carefully planned in terms of how, when, qualitative and quantities expectation.

4.3

EXAMPLE 1
The airline company in Persian gulp area has identified its lowest tourism season and reduced its
fare price down by 50% from the current rate. As a result, local passengers start flying instead of
taking a public transportation; therefore, it massively increased its local flight routes, frequencies,
operations, passenger flow as well as revenue. Moreover, the revenue generated by local flights
was higher than the tourism season income.

4.3

EXAMPLE 2
Undarga LLC and Seji Group performed a special event “Appreciation day” for its loyal customers
and only for that day, loyal customers could receive discounted prices of 20-50%. During that day
the consumer flow in the store was huge which not only revenue goal was met but also it became
a very efficient marketing event.

Selection of the pricing strategy mainly considers the calculation of both fixed and variable costs as well as
the marginal cost of products and services for the export purpose.

4.3

BASIC CONCEPT 2:
Price skimming
This pricing strategy is designed to generate revenue from high-end products for the consumers who value quality and reputation of the product than price. After a certain period of time,
when those targeted consumers’ need is met then the price is gradually reduced to focus on the
price-sensitive consumers.

4.3

BASIC CONCEPT 3:
Fast cashback strategy / Economy Pricing
If the product life period in the market is uncertain for the long term, the strategy is to set the
price by adding the estimated profit to the cost of the product in order to get cash back in a short
period of time. Purpose of the strategy is more to consider on the fast cashback than the market
expansion.

The price should be estimated using the selected strategies and methods from above depending on the entity’s condition and products.
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4.4. Distribution methods
This method illustrates how the chosen product and
services are allocated to the end-user using certain
channels, levels, and sources. These distribution
methods affect fluctuations on the product price at
the market. For instance, if the entity directly exports
its product to a foreign market, which called one
level distribution, it usually causes high cost and
risks. Therefore if the entity, who aims to enter the

4.4

new market, has limited financial resources then
the most suitable distribution method is to use the
experienced intermediaries. This method prevents
the entity to encounter with numerous risks due
to the lack of experience and market knowledge
and unnecessary expenses relating to the market
positioning.

BASIC CONCEPT
The distribution is a chain of channels for sustaining the readiness of required products to be
allocated in certain time period and distances of the market.
There are several distribution modules described in the following chart:
One level channel:
Consumer

Producer
Double level channel:
Producer

Intermediaries /agent

Consumer

Producer

Distributor

Consumer

Producer

Retailer

Consumer

Triple level channel:
Producer

Distributor

Retailer

Consumer

Producer

Whole seller

Retailer

Consumer

Fourth level channel:

Producer

Agents

Whole seller

Retailer

Consumer

Some of the well-known distribution strategies in the market are:
 Intensive distribution- if the market size is big and has its settled standards, the intensive
distribution should be used. In most cases, consumer goods are sold by this distribution
strategy.
 Selected distribution –This strategy is more suitable for limited market capacity. This strategy is to deliver the limited edition or quantities product through the selected distribution
channels to the end user.
 Special distribution- this strategy is employed for the product delivery only for the specifically targeted customers.
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Logistic and transportation:
Export operation
involves careful consideration of logistic. It has direct
consequences on the product quality, appearance,
price and customer satisfaction. In order to contract
with logistics and transportation partners, the entity
must look closer into their experience, quality,

feedbacks, cost, types of actual transport, speed,
time, transportation frequency, and quality of
service delivery. Any type of transportation has pros
and cons. The table below shows the comparison of
types of transportation.

Transportation sector

Transportation
Cost

Speed

Final
Destination

Product types

Transportation
frequency

Average

Average

Many

Many

Little

Sea transport

Very little

Very slow

Limited

Almost any

Very little

Auto Transport

High

Fast

Almost any

Many

High

Very high

Very fast

Many

Limited

High

Pipeline

Little

Slow

A few

A few

Байнга

Internet

Very little

Very fast

Almost any

A few

High

Railway

Air

4.5. Promotional strategy
One of the key marketing strategies is to promote the products and services in the target market, known as
the promotional strategy. Target segment, feature, environment, positioning strategy are very crucial to define
promotional strategy.

4.5

BASIC CONCEPT
The purpose of this strategy is to build awareness, position the brand in the market, and create
demand to generate expected sales and revenue. Promotional strategy includes following elements:
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-

Advertisement: television, radio, printed materials, internet marketing, etc.

-

Sales promotion: focusing on consumers (discount, promotion, referral) and focusing on
the sales (coupon, event display, and additional services)

-

In person sales: product placement, counter location, the interior design of the store, the
exterior design of the building, signs, sales representative, etc.

-

Public relationship: meeting, workshops, conferences, events, fundraising events, expo,
etc.

-

Direct marketing: email, telemarketing, online sales, magazines, newspaper, product catalog, etc.

-

Content marketing: This is a strategy of creating the specifically designed contents for
the target market. For instance, infographic, websites, podcast, media, books, and magazine with the specifically designed contents on certain products and services.

-

Сошиал медиа: facebook, twitter, linkedin, google+, pinterest, instagram
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SELF-EVALUATION SHEET FOR CHAPTER 4
Please evaluate the completeness of Chapter 4 by scoring yes=1 and no= 0.
№

CHAPTER

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

ANSWERS
YES

NO

4.1 Market entry strategy
4.2 Positioning strategy
4

Marketing strategy

4.3 Price strategy
4.4 Distribution strategy
4.5 Promotional strategy

Please go to the next step depending on the following results and total scores.
5 Score

Congratulations. You have accomplished Chapter 4, Marketing strategy. Please move to Chapter 5.

0-4 Score

Please follow principles and advice in the guidelines to re-answer the question where your mark is
“0” to meet the requirements Chapter 4.
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5. WORK OUTLINE AND BUDGET 		
FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
EXPORT DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Work outline should be organized in the same time
frame as the Export Development Plan (hereafter
EDP) is arranged for the implementation. All required
activities to be accomplished until the entity’s
products and services are successfully positioned
at the target market should be included in the work
outline in terms of time frame, order, budget, and
individuals who are responsible.
These activities should have logical connections
to each other, linkages of dependencies, time
arrangement, budget as well as individuals to be
responsible for each activity.
One of the primary purposes of the EDP is to provide
a financial support from the Export Development
Project to the entity who conducts export-oriented
business. Therefore it is essential to illustrate in
detail the expenses to be reimbursed by the Project
in addition to the entity’s day-to-day expenses and
shared investment.
For those who are new to the export business should
follow the set of procedures:
1. Implement business strategy and planning;
2. Renew production management;
3. Conduct quality testing and obtain required
certification;
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4. Product entry into a new market;
5. Attend export fairs, fair trades, and
marketing tours.
The implementation process of the EDP consists of
the following 4 phases:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Phase 1: Development of product or service;
Phase 2: Market entry;
Phase 3: Increase of market share;
Phase 4: Expansion of the market.

Moreover, all required expenses with details and
sources of funds for the implementation of EDP
should be clearly illustrated in the work outline. In
addition, the results should be more emphasized in
the work outline and the individuals on each activity
should be clearly shown in order to have a positive
impact towards implementing EDP.
It is necessary to use realistic market prices as much
as possible for the budget estimation.
Implementing EDP within the limit of budget enables
the entity to prevent potential risks and to take
necessary steps without losing time by comparing
the budget and actual expenses.
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WORK OUTLINE AND BUDGET FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
EXPORT DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Task duration (count in quarter and year)
№

Activities

Budget ($US)

2018
1

I

Expenses fully covered by entity

1

Investment

2

3

2019
4

1

2

3

4

2020

2021

2022

Investment in equity
Construct a building or infrastructure
2

Immovable property and movable property
Purchase of land
Purchase of equipment or building

3

Operating expense on a day-to-day basis.
Purchase of current assets
Wages, insurance, tax, etc.

4

Other expense
Interest rate, debt repayment
Foreign exchange losses, donation

II

Expenses could be covered through Export Development
Project

Phase I. Expenses associated with implementing business strategy and planning
1.1. Assessment on entity’s business
activities in the domestic market
Domestic market shares, and financial
resources
SWOT
Assessment on entity’s HR capacity
1.2. International market research
Market environment research
External environment analysis
Competitor analysis
1.3. Formulation of business goals,
production, and strategies of
implementation
1.4. Formulation of the Export development
plan
1.5. Other expenses
Phase II. Implementation of Export development plan
Phase III. Upgrade of production management
3.1. Analysis and evaluation on production
efficiency, gaps, and problems
3.2. Formulation and/or upgrade of the
quality control system
3.3. Improvement of process design and
efficiency
3.4. Creation and/or improvement of supply
chain system
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3.5. Definition of supply chain strategy and
requirements
3.6. Other expenses
Phase IV. Quality testing and obtaining certification
4.1. Consultancy service and research on
quality improvement
GAP assessment
Documentation
Internal auditing
4.2. Audit services
4.3. Laboratory testing
4.4. Development and improvement of
products
4.5. Training
4.6. Other relevant costs
Phase V. Product adaptation
5.1. Export/Domestic market research
5.2. Development of market strategy and
policy
5.3. Product research, development, and
testing
Development and/or improvement of
products
Design development
Testing
5.4. Testing and simulation at an accredited
international laboratory
5.5. Marketing campaign
Formulation of content marketing
Packaging and labeling
Marketing distribution channels
Hiring sales representatives
Other relevant expenses
Phase VI. Export fairs, international marketing tours
6.1. Development and publication of catalogs
and brochures for the export fairs
6.2. Production of prototypes
6.3. Packaging and labeling
6.4. Transportation of prototypes
6.5. Participate in international export fairs
6.6. Other relevant costs
Subtotal
Total
Sources of funding
To be covered by the entity
To be covered by entity’s receivables
To be financed through a bank loan
To be financed through grants by EDP
Other sources
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SELF-EVALUATION SHEET FOR CHAPTER 5
Please evaluate the completeness of Chapter 5 by scoring yes=1 and no= 0.
№

CHAPTER

5

Work outline and
budget for the
Implementation
of Export
Development Plan

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

ANSWER
YES

NO

5.1. Work outline for EDP is complete.

5.2. Budget is estimated; individuals on activities are
assigned.

Please go to the next step depending on the following results and total scores.
2 score

Congratulations. You have accomplished Chapter 5, Work outline and budget for the Implementation
of Export Development Plan. Please move to Chapter 6.

0-1 score

Please follow principles and advice in the guidelines to re-answer the question where your mark is
“0” to meet the requirements of Chapter 5.
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6. FINANCIAL STABILITY IN EXPORT
This section is for financial analysis process to formulate an assessment of the Export Development Plan
(hereafter EDP). The financial analysis is to determine whether an export endeavor is profitable, initial investment amount is accurately estimated, cash flow is properly managed, and the fund is recouped within the
expected period. All of these are the crucial to the decisions to be made by the entity.

6.1. Estimation of an entity’s financial performance
Estimation of the entity’s financial performance must
interrelate with the work outline of EDP because
the entity is responsible to finance the activities in
the work outline before the grant is disbursed and
these financing schemes and responsibilities should

6.1

be clearly illustrated in the work outline. Quarterly
estimation of the entity’s financial performance for
the first 2 years of export activities enables a proper
cash flow management.

Example 1.
Estimation of the financial performance of “XXX” LLC for 2018-2019.

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Amounts to be sold
Sales revenue
Canned beef /$6.32 for each/
Steam cooked beef liver /$4.62 for each/
Cost of Goods Sold
Canned beef /$4.86 for each/
Steam cooked beef liver /$3.55 for each/
Gross profit
Expenses associated with export
Raw Materials
Packages
Research and development
Manufacturing equipment upgrade
Marketing
ISO management system
Product development
Training
Other expenses
Operating expenses
Administrative expenses
Utilities
Salaries
Insurance (pension and medical)
Selling expenses
Depreciation
Interest expenses
Income before tax
Income tax
Net profit
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2018-I

2018-II

2018-III

2018-IV

50,000

547,000.0
316,000.0
231,000.0

420,500.0

243,000.0
177,500.0

30,000.0

10,000.0

20,000.0

9,500.0

2,500.0

1,000.0

3,000.0
3,000.0
56,232.0

10,000.0

20,000.0

8,000.0
1,040.0

56,232.0

10,000.0

20,000.0

8,000.0
1,040.0

87,500.0
20,000.0
2,500.0

25,000.0

24,000.0

3,000.0

13,000.0

56,232.0

10,000.0

20,000.0

8,000.0
1,040.0

126,500.0
53,500.0
10,000.0

14,000.0
7,500.0

13,000.0

9,000.0

56,232.0

10,000.0

20,000.0

8,000.0
1,040.0

15,000.0

15,000.0

15,000.0

15,000.0

3,480.0

3,480.0

3,480.0

3,480.0

(89,712.0)

(69,212.0)

(147,212.0)

2,192.0

(89,712.0)

2,192.0

(69,212.0)

2,192.0

(147,212.0)

2,192.0

13,288.0
1,328.8

11,959.2

2018

50,000

547,000.0

316,000.0
231,000.0

420,500.0

243,000.0
177,500.0

126,500.0

180,500.0

10,000.0

30,000.0
25,000.0
25,000.0
14,000.0

8,500.0

40,000.0
15,000.0
13,000.0

224,928.0

40,000.0

80,000.0
32,000.0
4,160.0

60,000.0
8,768.0

13,920.0

(292,848.0)
1,328.8

(294,176.8)
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1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Amounts to be sold
Sales revenue
Canned beef /$6.32 for each/
Steam cooked beef liver /$4.62 for each/
Cost of Goods Sold
Canned beef /$4.86 for each/
Steam cooked beef liver /$3.55 for each/
Gross profit
Expenses associated with export
Raw Materials
Packages
Research and development
Manufacturing equipment upgrade
Marketing
ISO management system
Product development
Training
Other expenses
Operating expenses
Administrative expenses
Utilities
Salaries
Insurance (pension and medical)
Selling expenses
Depreciation
Interest expenses
Income before tax
Income tax
Net profit

2019-I

2019-II

547,000.0

1,094,000.0

231,000.0

462,000.0

316,000.0

2019-III
3,282,000.0

2019-IV

50,000

4,376,000.0

632,000.0

1,896,000.0

2,528,000.0

420,500.0

841,000.0

2,523,000.0

3,364,000.0

177,500.0

355,000.0

1,065,000.0

1,420,000.0

243,000.0

126,500.0

20,500.0

486,000.0

1,458,000.0

253,000.0

759,000.0

33,000.0
10,000.0

3,000.0

13,000.0

10,000.0

10,000.0

7,500.0

56,232.0

10,000.0

20,000.0

8,000.0
1,040.0

1,386,000.0

56,232.0

10,000.0

20,000.0

8,000.0
1,040.0

43,000.0
20,000.0
10,000.0

13,000.0

1,848,000.0
1,944,000.0

1,012,000.0

43,000.0
20,000.0

23,000.0

5,372,000.0
3,927,000.0

7,148,500.0

4,131,000.0

3,017,500.0

2,150,500.0

139,500.0

50,000.0
10,000.0
-

52,000.0
7,500.0

20,000.0
-

56,232.0

10,000.0

20,000.0

8,000.0
1,040.0

56,232.0

10,000.0

20,000.0

8,000.0
1,040.0

15,000.0

15,000.0

15,000.0

2,887.0

2,887.0

2,887.0

2,887.0

2,192.0

50,000

9,299,000.0

-

15,000.0
2,192.0

2019

2,192.0

2,192.0

-

224,928.0

40,000.0

80,000.0
32,000.0
4,160.0

60,000.0
8,768.0

11,548.0

46,881.0

160,881.0

656,881.0

909,881.0

1,774,524.0

42,192.9

144,792.9

591,192.9

818,892.9

1,597,071.6

4,688.1

Assumptions:

16,088.1

65,688.1

90,988.1

177,452.4

higher than COGS.

 The first export is due on the third quarter of
2018, so there are no sales before this period.

 The formula for calculating costs per unit is
shown in Chapter 3.

 Bank loan amount is $174,000 with a 5-year
term at 8% annual rate.

 Operational expenses are set to be $224,900
per a year.

 The estimated sales revenue is set to be 30%

 Straight Line Depreciation method is used.

6.1

Example 2.
Estimation of the financial performance of “XXX” LLC for 2018-2022

1.

2.

3.
4.

Amounts to be sold
Growth rate
Sales revenue
Canned beef /$6.32 for each/
Steam cooked beef liver /$4.62 for each/
Cost of Goods Sold
Canned beef /$4.86 for each/
Steam cooked beef liver /$3.55 for each/
Gross profit
Expenses associated with export

2018
547,000.0

2019
9,299,000.0

2020

2021

2022

3%

5%

8%

9,577,970.0

10,056,868.5

4,044,810.0

4,247,050.5

316,000.0

5,372,000.0

5,533,160.0

420,500.0

7,148,500.0

7,362,955.0

231,000.0

3,927,000.0

50,000

5,809,818.0
7,731,102.8

243,000.0

4,131,000.0

4,254,930.0

4,467,676.5

126,500.0

2,150,500.0

2,215,015.0

2,325,765.8

177,500.0

180,500.0

3,017,500.0

139,500.0

3,108,025.0

99,000.0

3,263,426.3

140,000.0

50,000

10,861,418.0
6,274,603.4

4,586,814.5

8,349,591.0

4,825,090.6
3,524,500.4

2,511,827.0

155,000.0
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Raw Materials
Packages
Research and development
Manufacturing equipment upgrade
Marketing
ISO management system
Product development
Training
Other expenses
5. Operating expenses
Administrative expenses
Utilities
Salaries
Insurance (pension and medical)
Selling expenses
Depreciation
6. Interest expenses
Income before tax
Income tax
Net profit

10,000.0

30,000.0
25,000.0
25,000.0

50,000.0
10,000.0
-

14,000.0

52,000.0

40,000.0

20,000.0

8,500.0

15,000.0
13,000.0

224,928.0

40,000.0

80,000.0
32,000.0
4,160.0

70,000.0

90,000.0

100,000.0

14,000.0

30,000.0

30,000.0

15,000.0

20,000.0

25,000.0

7,500.0
-

224,928.0

40,000.0

80,000.0
32,000.0
4,160.0

224,928.0

40,000.0

80,000.0
32,000.0
4,160.0

224,928.0

40,000.0

80,000.0
32,000.0
4,160.0

224,928.0

40,000.0

80,000.0
32,000.0
4,160.0

60,000.0

60,000.0

60,000.0

60,000.0

60,000.0

13,920.0

11,548.0

8,985.0

6,217.0

3,228.0

8,768.0

8,768.0

8,768.0

8,768.0

8,768.0

(292,848.0)

1,774,524.0

1,882,102.0

1,954,620.8

2,128,671.0

(294,176.8)

1,597,071.6

1,411,576.5

1,465,965.6

1,596,503.3

1,328.8

177,452.4

470,525.5

488,655.2

532,167.8

These factors need to be considered for the estimation:

with those components in the previous sections, especially Chapter 3, 4 and 5.

Must be realistic: Sales revenue forecast should be
estimated realistically as possible considering business cycle, trends in the target market, economic environment of business and potential changes in the
economy. Over-optimism in the estimation may lead
to misjudgment of potential risks.

Must be reliable. The sales turnover in foreign
market does not parallel the domestics. The sales
turnover in the domestic market, compared to the
foreign market, is more likely to be shorter over a
period of time, so could be utilized for short-term
goals such as funding current assets, paying operational expenses, etc.

Must be interrelated. The estimation of an entity’s
financial performance must be logically interrelated

6.2. Cash Flow Estimation
An estimation of cash flow should be based on
the estimation of financial performance. Cash flow
stands for the amount of cash and cash-equivalents
moving into and out of a business at a given time.
The importance of cash flow estimation is to understand the entity’s liquidity, accurately anticipate the
future cash flows, and hence make financing decisions beforehand or until the cash flow from export
activities is realized.
The cash flow estimation allows an entity and/or the
investors to:
• Know the present value of future cash flows
over the periods;
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• Make an investment decision and evaluate the
project;
• To conduct financial analysis and properly
manage the cash flow.
In terms of the project, cash flow could be classified as follows:
• Normal and non-normal cash flow;
• One-time and multiple cash flows;
• Conventional and unconventional cash flow.
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Example 1.
Estimation of cash flows
Period

Financial year
(year and
quarters)

Cash out flow
Net profit

2018-1
1

2

3

Cash in flow

Depreciation

(89,712.00)

2,192.00

Sub-total

Loan
payment

Other

Sub-total

(87,520.00)

7,415.00

7,415.00

Net cash flow
(94,935.00)

2018-II

(69,212.00)

2,192.00

(67,020.00)

7,415.00

7,415.00

(74,435.00)

2018-III

(147,212.00)

2,192.00

(145,020.00)

7,415.00

7,415.00

(152,435.00)

2018-IV

11,959.20

2,192.00

14,151.20

7,415.00

7,415.00

6,736.20

2019-1

42,192.90

2,192.00

44,384.90

8,008.00

8,008.00

36,376.90

2019-II

144,792.90

2,192.00

146,984.90

8,008.00

8,008.00

138,976.90

2019-III

591,192.90

2,192.00

593,384.90

8,008.00

8,008.00

585,376.90

2019-IV

818,892.90

2,192.00

821,084.90

8,008.00

8,008.00

813,076.90

2020

1,411,576.50

8,768.00

1,420,344.50

34,595.00

34,595.00

1,385,749.50

4

2021

1,465,965.56

8,768.00

1,474,733.56

37,362.00

37,362.00

1,437,371.56

5

2022

1,596,503.26

8,768.00

1,605,271.26

40,351.00

40,351.00

1,564,920.26

6.3. Investment analysis
Investment analysis is based on the estimation of financial performance and it helps the entity to make
an investment decision by determining the profitability of a projected investment or export project at

6.3

АРГА ЗҮЙ
6.3

-

the foreign market. There are many methods for investment appraisal such as Net present value (NPV),
Internal rate of return (IRR), and payback period
(PBP).

METHODOLOGY

Өнөөгийн цэвэр үнэ цэнэ (NPV)
Net present
Өнөөгийн
цэвэрvalue
үнэ цэнэ нь ирээдүйд орж ирэх мөнгөн урсгалуудын өнөөгийн үнэ
Net
present
value
is theоруулалтын
sum of the discounted
cash flows тэнцүү
minus the
original
investment.
цэнээс төслийн анхны(NPV)
хөрөнгө
зардлыг хассантай
бөгөөд
тухайн
NPV
is
used
to
analyze
the
profitability
of
a
projected
investment
or
project.
төслийг хэрэгжүүлснээр өнөөгийн үнэ цэнээр хэр хэмжээний ашиг олохыг харуулна.
Өнөөгийн
цэвэр үнэ
цэнэ
тооцох
The following
is the
formula
forтомъёо:
calculating NPV:
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

𝑡𝑡
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = ∑𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡=1 (1+𝑟𝑟)
𝑡𝑡 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0 ;

-

-

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0 = анхны хөрөнгө оруулалт
Ct = net
inflowорж
during
period
t
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡cash
= t жилд
ирэхthe
мөнгөн
урсгал
Co = total
initial
investment
costs
𝑟𝑟 = хорогдуулах хувь хэмжээ
r = discount
rate,хэрэгжих
and
𝑇𝑇 = төсөл
нийт хугацаа
Өгөөжийн дотоод хувь (IRR)
t = number of time periods

Өгөөжийн дотоод хувь нь хөрөнгө оруулалтын ирээдүйд орж ирэх мөнгөн урсгалуудын
The internal
өнөөгийн
үнэ rate
цэнэof return
анхны хөрөнгө оруулалтын зардалтай тэнцүү байлгах
Internal Rateхувь
of Return
(IRR)
is a metric
used in
capital
estimate
the profitability
of
хорогдуулалтын
хэмжээ
буюу
капиталын
өртөг
юм.budgeting
Өөрөөр to
хэлбэл,
өнөөгийн
үнэ
potential
investments.
The
internal
rate
of
return
is
a
discount
rate
that
makes
the
net
present
цэнэ 0-тэй тэнцүү байх нөхцлийг хангаж буй хорогдуулалтын хувь хэмжээ.
value (NPV)
of хувь
all cash
flowsтомъёо:
from a particular project equal to zero.
Өгөөжийн
дотоод
тооцох
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡
0 = ∑𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡=1 (1+𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼)
− 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0 ; ∑𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡=1 (1+𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼)
= 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0;
𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡

Хөрөнгө оруулалтын зардлаа нөхөх хугацаа (pay-back period)
Хөрөнгө оруулалтын зардлаа хэдэн жилийн дараа нөхөхийг харуулах хөрөнгө
оруулалтын шийдвэрт нөлөөлөх чухал хэмжүүр юм.
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𝑟𝑟 = хорогдуулах хувь хэмжээ
𝑇𝑇 = төсөл хэрэгжих нийт хугацаа
𝑇𝑇 = төсөл хэрэгжих нийт хугацаа

Өгөөжийн дотоод хувь (IRR)
- Өгөөжийн дотоод хувь (IRR)
Өгөөжийн дотоод хувь нь хөрөнгө оруулалтын ирээдүйд орж ирэх мөнгөн урсгалуудын
Өгөөжийн OF
дотоод хувь нь хөрөнгө оруулалтын ирээдүйд орж ирэх мөнгөн урсгалуудын
өнөөгийн MINISTRY
үнэMONGOLIA
цэнэ анхны хөрөнгө оруулалтын зардалтай тэнцүү байлгах
FINANCE
өнөөгийн үнэ цэнэ анхны хөрөнгө оруулалтын зардалтай тэнцүү байлгах
хорогдуулалтын хувь хэмжээ буюу капиталын өртөг юм. Өөрөөр хэлбэл, өнөөгийн үнэ
хорогдуулалтын хувь хэмжээ буюу капиталын өртөг юм. Өөрөөр хэлбэл, өнөөгийн үнэ
цэнэ 0-тэй тэнцүү байх нөхцлийг хангаж буй хорогдуулалтын хувь хэмжээ.
цэнэ 0-тэй тэнцүү байх нөхцлийг хангаж буй хорогдуулалтын хувь хэмжээ.
Өгөөжийн дотоод хувь тооцох томъёо:
Өгөөжийн
хувь
тооцох
томъёо:
Theдотоод
following
is the
formula
for calculating NPV:
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡
𝑇𝑇
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
0 = ∑𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡=1∑(1+𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼)
𝑡𝑡 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0 ; ∑𝑡𝑡=1 𝑇𝑇
𝑡𝑡 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0 ;
𝑡𝑡 −
𝑡𝑡 =
∑
(1+𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼)
0 = 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡=1 (1+𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼)
−
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
;
0
𝑡𝑡=1 (1+𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼)𝑡𝑡 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0 ;
𝑡𝑡

Хөрөнгө оруулалтын зардлаа нөхөх хугацаа (pay-back period)
- Хөрөнгө Payback
оруулалтын
зардлаа нөхөх хугацаа (pay-back period)
period
Хөрөнгө оруулалтын
зардлаа хэдэн жилийн дараа нөхөхийг харуулах хөрөнгө
ХөрөнгөThe
оруулалтын
зардлаа
хэдэн ofжилийн
дарааto recover
нөхөхийг
харуулах
хөрөнгө The paypayback
period
is чухал
the length
time
required
the cost
of an investment.
оруулалтын шийдвэрт
нөлөөлөх
хэмжүүр
юм.
оруулалтын
шийдвэрт
нөлөөлөх
чухал
хэмжүүр
юм.
back period can be computed with the cumulative net cash flow.
Тус хэмжүүрийг
хуримтлагдсан цэвэр мөнгөн урсгалаас тооцож гаргана.
Тус хэмжүүрийг
хуримтлагдсан
цэвэр
мөнгөн урсгалаас
тооцож гаргана.
The following
is the formula
for calculating
Payback period:
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 𝑡𝑡 +
P𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
𝑡𝑡 +
𝑡𝑡+1
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡+1

𝑡𝑡 = зардал бүрэн нөхөгдөхөөс өмнөх жил
𝑡𝑡 =with
зардал
бүрэн нөхөгдөхөөс
жил
t is the last 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
period
a negative
cumulativeөмнөх
cash flow;
𝑡𝑡 = t жил дэх хуримлагдсан цэвэр мөнгөн урсгал
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
=
t
жил
дэх
хуримлагдсан
цэвэр
мөнгөн
𝑡𝑡
CFt is the absolute
of cumulative
cash
flow
at the
endурсгал
of the period t;
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡+1 =value
дараагийн
жилд орж
ирэх
цэвэр
мөнгөн
урсгал
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡+1 = дараагийн жилд орж ирэх цэвэр мөнгөн урсгал
CFt+1 the total cash flow during the period after t

элгэрэнгүйг дараах холбоосоор авч болно: ( https://www.investopedia.com/exam-guide/cfaДэлгэрэнгүйг дараах холбоосоор авч болно: ( https://www.investopedia.com/exam-guide/cfaevel-1/corporate-finance/npv-net-present-value-irr-internal-rate-of-return.asp)
Further details at www.investopedia.com/exam-guide/cfa-level-1/corporate-finance/npv-netlevel-1/corporate-finance/npv-net-present-value-irr-internal-rate-of-return.asp)
present-value-irr-internal-rate-of-return.asp

раах шалгууруудаар экспортын төслийг хэрэгжүүлэх боломжтой эсэхийг үнэлнэ.
Дараах шалгууруудаар экспортын төслийг хэрэгжүүлэх боломжтой эсэхийг үнэлнэ.
An export project is considered to be bankable if:
Төслийн өнөөгийн
үнэ цэнийг 0-ээс их байх
1. Төслийн өнөөгийн
цэнийг
0-ээс
байх
- NPV isүнэ
greater
than
zeroих
and
rejected otherwise;
- NPV > 0 бол
санхүү,
эдийнthan
засгийнdiscount
утгаараа
үр reject
ашигтай
greater
rate;
the project if it is lower than the discount rate.
- NPV >-0 IRR
болisсанхүү,
эдийнthe
засгийн утгаараа
үр ашигтай
- NPV < 0 бол үр ашиггүй
- NPV < 0 бол үр ашиггүй
Төслийн өгөөжийн дотоод хувь нь хорогдуулалтын хувь хэмжээнээс их байх
2. Төслийн өгөөжийн
дотоод хувь
6.3
Example
1. нь хорогдуулалтын хувь хэмжээнээс их байх
- IRR > хорогдуулалтын хувь (капиталын өртөг), төслийг хэрэгжүүлэх боломжтой
- IRR > хорогдуулалтын хувь (капиталын өртөг), төслийг хэрэгжүүлэх боломжтой
- IRR < хорогдуулалтын хувь (капиталын өртөг), төслийг хэрэгжүүлэх боломжгүй
- IRR < хорогдуулалтын
хувьyear
(капиталын өртөг), төслийг хэрэгжүүлэх боломжгүй
Financial
Period

(year and
quarters)

Net cash flow

Discount rate

Discount
variable

2018-1

(94,935.00)

10%

1.10

(86,304.55)

(360,304.55)

2018-II

(74,435.00)

10%

1.10

(67,668.18)

(427,972.73)

2018-III

(152,435.00)

10%

1.10

(138,577.27)

(566,550.00)

2018-IV

6,736.20

10%

1.10

6,123.82

(560,426.18)

2019-1

5436,376.90
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10%

1.21

30,063.55

(530,362.63)

138,976.90

10%

1.21

114,856.94

(415,505.69)

2019-III

585,376.90

10%

1.21

483,782.56

68,276.88

2019-IV

813,076.90

10%

1.21

671,964.38

740,241.26

3

2020

1,385,749.50

10%

1.33

1,041,916.92

1,782,158.17

4

2021

1,437,371.56

10%

1.46

984,501.07

2,766,659.24

5

22

1,564,920.26

10%

1.61

972,000.16

3,738,659.40

1

2

2019-II

Net present value		
3,738,659.40
Internal rate of return		
17%
Payback period			5.1
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Present value Cumulative net
of cash flow
cash flow

HANDBOOK: PREPARING AN EXPORT DEVELOPMENT PLAN

The present value of cash flow is calculated by multiplying the net cash flow by a discount variable. Calculating net cash flow for each year: net cash flow
year one = cash inflow year one – cash outflow year
one. Then cumulative cash flow = (net cash flow year
one + net cash flow year two + net cash flow year
three).

In this example, a project costs $274,000 in which
$174,000 is borrowed from a bank and $100,000 is
from the entity. The NPV is positive. The computed
IRR is 17%, which is higher than the 10% discount
rate. Thus, the project is accepted. The payback is
also computed to occur within 5.1 quarters.
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SELF-EVALUATION SHEET FOR CHAPTER 6
Please evaluate the completeness of Chapter 6 by scoring yes=1 and no= 0.

№

CHAPTER

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

ANSWER
YES

NO

6.1 Estimation of an entity’s financial performance
6

Financial stability
in export

6.2 Cash flow estimation
6.3 Investment analysis

Please go to the next step depending on the following results and total scores.
3 score
0-2 score
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Congratulations. You have accomplished Chapter 6, Financial stability in export.
Please follow principles and advice in the guidelines to re-answer the question where your mark is
“0” to meet the requirements of Chapter 6.
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NOTE
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